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Variables: suitable area for true shallot systems based on (a) cropland map, (b) suitability under an ensemble of five restrictions with tight limits and 
(c) suitability under an ensemble of five restrictions with relaxed limits. 
Resolution: gridded map with a resolution of 0.5’ (pixel size in Indonesia: circa 85 ha). 
Maps inclueded: 
1. Cropland area (ha) per pixel
2. Land suitability based on tight limits (Elevation<500 m, Slope<2%, 5.5<pH-H2O<7.5, SOM<10% and Clay<35%)
3. Land suitability based on relaxed limits (Elevation<1000 m, Slope<5%, 5<pH-H2O<8, SOM<20% and Clay<35%)
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